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PRIZES

Brown & Bigelow Purchase Prize of Five Hundred Dollars for a painting in the exhibition to be purchased for the Art Institute, awarded to
1922 W. Russell Flint, London. Wet Sand, Bondurgh
1923 W. Eustace Hildred The shanty, Tampa Bay
1924 C. Earle Hewes Nude
1924 J. Scott Williams A pool in Sherman Glen

Bernhard A. Eckhart Purchase Prize of Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars for the best painting by an American artist, awarded to
1922 Frank Strupp. A reflection

Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Logan Prize of Two Hundred Dollars, to purchase or award, as an incentive to American painters working in water color, exhibiting at the Art Institute, awarded to
1922 John R. Frazier. The Guelart House, Provincetown
1923 Laura Knight. Readors and sailors
1924 W. Eustace Hildred The Road from Cherse

Charles E. Kemper Purchase Prize of One Hundred Dollars for a meritorious water color awarded to
1922 George Frane Evans. Home port
1923 John E. Carpenter. Sheep at the gate

William H. Tottel. Purchase Prize of One Hundred Dollars for a meritorious work in pure water color, awarded to
1922 Clifford Addleson. Cottages in Wales
1923 George Elmer Brown. Tetuan, Morocco
1924 John E. Carpenter. Boy with gorse
CATALOGUE

AMERICAN

ROWENA MEEKS ABY
1 CYPRESSES AT SAN JUAN BANTISTA
2 OLD-FASHIONED ROOM

JEAN CRAWFORD ADAMS
3 AN OLD STREET IN FRANCE
4 THE FORT AT THE TOP OF THE HILL

WAYMAN ADAMS
5 FISHING BROOK TROUT
6 LITTLE ROARING BROOK

CHARLES AVERY AIKEN
7 GRAY MORNING, PROVINCETOWN

FRANK ALLEN
8 ALFRED, WILHELMINA, PHYLLIS AND LEILA
9 EARLY MORNING LIGHT

EMIL ARMIN
10 MORNING

G. BRADFORD ASHWORTH
11 CHURCH-RANCHES OF TACOS

W. J. AYLIWARD
12 HARBOR, CONCARNEAU

SALCIA BAHNC
13 WOMAN
LOREN R. BARTON
14 THE COMING STORM
15 THE MARKET
16 THUNDER SHOWERS

DEE BEBE
17 ENGLISH FLOWERS

FRANK W. BENSON
18 BIRCHES AND SNOW
19 PEBBLE PITCHER
20 BLUE POND
21 TALL SPRUCE
22 PINK PEONIES

SANDOR BERNATH
23 FISHING BOATS
24 MAINE COAST

JOHANN BERTHELSEN
25 LIGHTS ON THE CIRCLE

CARROLL BILL
26 TROPICAL STUFF, TRINIDAD

SALLY CROSS BILL
27 MARKET AT NASSAU
28 PORTRAIT OF DOROTHY ROBINSON
29 THE RED MANDARIN COAT

ROSINA C. BOARDMAN
30 APRICOT AND GRAPES
31 YOUNG NEIGHBORS
32 JEANNE

RUTH HARRIS BOHAN
33 MORNING LIGHT
KATE BACON BOND
34 NATALIE
35 MRS. JESSE GORDON RAY

ROY BROWN
36 THE LANDING

GEORGE ELMER BROWNE
37 BY THE QUAI, LA ROCHELLE
38 CORNER OF OLD LE PUY
39 IN THE VALLEY OF THE LOT
40 THE MARKET, LE PUY
41 THE WINE PRESS, BOTTOMARINA
42 A BIT OF CHIoggia
43 MARKET PLACE, TETOUAN
44 SARDINE FISHERS, BRITTANY

LOUIS U. BRUYERE
43 STUDIO AT SAUCATUCK

S. R. BURLEIGH
46 THE OAT FIELD

ANITA WILLETS BURNHAM
47 RED SOCK
48 SPANISH BABY

JOHN F. CARLSON
49 FOREST LYRIC
50 ICE-BOUND CANAL

WALTER E. CARNELLI
51 PORTRAIT OF MR. J. EDGAR MILLER

MILDRED BAILEY CARPENTER
52 GOGGA HOUBAIN

ROBERT J. CAMPBELL
53 CANADA GEESE
EDA NEMOÈDE CASTERTON

MARY BETH

JAMES CHAPIN

CHAMBER MUSIC
ROAD
YOUNG WORKMAN

ESTHER M. CHRISTENSEN

TEEPSTE

ELIOT CLARK

SNOW SHADOWS
THE SILENT RIVER

JOHN E. COSTIGAN

STUDY OF GIRL AT BROOK
WINTER SHADOWS

WILLIAM H. CROSSMAN

OLD HEAD-STONES
WIND CLOUDS

B. L. CUMING

THE YACHT CLUB

RANDALL DAVEY

THE CAMPER
CANYON ROAD, SANTA FE
MOUNTAINS, POOL, AND TREES
ON STERN'S RANCH
INTERIOR

ARTHUR B. DAVIES

ALPINE SUNRISE
DISTANT ALPS AND RIVER
NEAR BOLOGNA
MOUNTAINS AND CASTELLO
LOIRE NEAR ORLEANS
ON THE LOIRE, NO. 1
GULF OF LYONS
78 IN THE AMBUSH
79 CHATEAUDUN
81 ITALIAN CASTELLO AND VILLAGE
81 CHANONNEAUX
82 MOUNTAINS AND LAKE
83 STORM IN TOURAIN
84 CHATEAU ON THE LOIRE
85 SPRING AT THE CHATEAU
86 LAKE AND CHATEAU
87 CHATEAU AND CLOUDS
88 VINE TRELLIS THE ALPS
89 EARLY MORNING, MONTOIRE
90 CHATEAU THROUGH THE TREES
91 ON THE LOIRE, NO. 2
92 MOUNTAIN RIDGE
93 CHAUMONT
94 CHATEAUDUN FROM RIVER LOIRE
95 CHATEAU IN SPRING
96 NYMPHS
97 MUSES
98 LOCKIES
99 ITALIAN CASTELLO
100 HOUSE AT NIGHT

JULIUS DELBOS

101 ALBI, FRANCE
102 EARLY MORNING, BRITTANY
103 EVENING CALM
104 NOGRET SUR LOING
105 NOTRE VILLAGE

FREDERICK K. DETWILLER

106 MURMURING PINE, LAFAYETTE NATIONAL PARK, MAINE

JULIA ANDERSON DOERFLER

107 STUDY IN ORANGE
108 CHINESE PRUNUS AND CLOISONNE
109 YOUTH AND OLD AGE
110 ZINNIA ELEGANS

ALAN C. DUNN

111 AN AMERICAN HOME
112 COAL AND SNOW
JOHN WARD DUNSMORE
113 THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER

HELEN WINSLOW DURKEE
114 LITTLE RICHARD
115 PORTRAIT
116 STILL LIFE

KENNETH R. EIFERT
117 WINTER

BERT R. ELLIOTT
118 ADOLESCENCE
119 FLOWERS BY WOOLWORTH
120 STREET CORNER

EDITH EMERSON
121 FLORENCE
122 TANGIER

GEORGE PEARSE EINIS
123 THE COVE
124 THE DEER STALKERS
125 THE NUMBER MOUTH
126 LLOYD CRISCOM'S CASTLE
127 MADDOCKS COVE
128 NEWFOUNDLAND FISHING BOATS
129 NEWFOUNDLAND VILLAGE
130 NOONDAY, NASSAU
131 THEBOS, CAITHNESS
132 WATCHING FOR THE BOATS
133 WORKING ON THE BOATS, NASSAU

BARRY FAULKNER
134 LANDSCAPE, No. 1
135 LANDSCAPE, No. 2

JOHN MILEY FOSTER
136 LOW TIDE, PROVINCETOWN
137 THE FIGUREHEAD HOUSE
SEARS GALLAGHER
138 OUNQUIT, MAINE

TODROS GELLER
139 THE FARM YARD

PAUL L. GILL
140 NEAR THE MOSQUE, TUNIS
141 PERFUMES SHOP, TUNIS
142 BOKK DES ARMES, TUNIS
143 LIONS

JOHN GOSB
144 AT BRADLEY'S WHARF
145 THE RIVER, WINTER AFTERNOON

W. GRANVILLE-SMITH
146 BOAT LANDING

EDWARD T. GRIGWARE
147 ALONG THE WABASH

EMILY GROOM
148 A SIDE STREET
149 AFTER RAIN
150 LOW TIDE
151 ST. MICHEL
152 WILLOWS AND CREEK
153 CHARLES RIVER, No. 1
154 CONCORD RIVER, No. 1

PAUL M. GUSTIN
155 BLUE AND GOLD
156 LA SALUTE
157 SAN GIMIGNANO
158 THE FLAG OF SAN MARCO

LILIAN WESTCOTT HALE
159 FEBRUARY STORM
ROBERT HALLOWELL
160 CYPRESS AND CACTUS, BORMES
161 SKETCHING, BIARRITZ
162 THE BREATHING SEA, BIARRITZ
163 THE DAY’S END, ST. TROPEZ
164 THE FOAMING BASQUE COAST
165 CYPRESS AND CACTUS, BORMES

THOMAS HALL
166 AFTERNOON

HARRIET E. HAMMOND
167 A HOT DAY, GLOUCESTER

GEORGE HARDING
168 GATEWAY, SOISSONS

STELLA HARLO
169 NOON HOUR
170 THE END OF TOWN

HARRY W. HARNQUIST
171 CUBAN LANDSCAPE
172 THE OASIS

ALEXANDRINA ROBERTSON HARRIS
173 RUBY

W. EMERSON HEITLAND
174 CATHEDRAL, SANTOSO
175 NATIVE VILLAGE, SANTO DOMINGO
176 THE BATH, SANTO DOMINGO
177 THE HARBOUR, PUERTO PLATA
178 THE HOTEL, SANTO DOMINGO
179 THE STREAM, BONAO

HELEN WEST HELLER
180 PEARL ANDERSEN
LEO A. HENKORA

101 REVERENCE

MAGDA HEUERMANN

102 THEODOR LECHSTETZKI

Miniature

LAURA COOMBS HILLS

103 CRIMSON AND BLUE

104 HENRY

105 THE BLACK HAT

Miniature

RICHARD A. HOLBERG

106 CORNISH VILLAGE

HELEN I. HOPPIN *

107 DOWNSHILL

108 DOWN THE CAPE

109 DEATHS

190 OLD Red HOUSE

191 THE BARN IN THE LANE

192 THE BUSH

193 THE HEN YARD

194 THE HIGH ROOF

195 THE PINK HOUSE

196 THE RED BOW

Miniature

ROSA HOOPER

197 MY DEFENDER

198 PAPA'S LOVE

199 TWO LITTLE BEARS

Miniature

CHARLES HOPKINSON

200 MOUNTAINS AT CORTINA

EDWARD HOPPER

201 SCHOOL YARD

CAROLYN S. HORTSTALL

222 POPCORN

* Deceased.
FELICIE WALDO HOWELL

203 A WET DAY ASHORE
204 BOAT GROUP
205 THE COASTER "EDWARD TREVOY"
206 THE SUNSHINE AND SUNFLOWER

VERNON HUNTER
207 NUDE AND SEA
208 THE POTTED PLANT

LUCY W. HURRY
209 TWO FLAPPERS

ALEXANDER R. JAMES
210 STUDY OF A MODEL

JOHN P. JENSEN
211 EPICUREANS

F. TENNEY JOHNSON
212 ALONG THE OREGON COAST
213 LAKE MABRINA

CARRIE SAMMEL JONES
214 MY LITTLE GIRL

OSCAR JULIUS
215 HIGH SURF
216 ON THE BEACH
217 SANDS OF BARNEGAT

VICTOR JULIUS
218 THE BOAT YARD

WILLIAM KAT
219 THE OLD BARN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GEORGE FRED KECK</td>
<td>TINTERN ABBEY, No. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY S. KELLER</td>
<td>OLD MOORISH CITADEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TORRE SAN JELAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLES FABENS KELLEY</td>
<td>THE AQUITANIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MABEL KEY</td>
<td>CHRYSANTHEMUMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLES P. KILGORE</td>
<td>OLD MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE PATIO FOUNTAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAY KINSMAN-WATERS</td>
<td>FIRST COLD EVENING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLD HOGDEA, CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE CUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NELLIE A. KNOFF</td>
<td>JANUARY AFTERNOON, CARMEL VALLEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEN KNOTTS</td>
<td>WAUKEGAN SKETCH, No. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WAUKEGAN SKETCH, No. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN R. KOOPMAN</td>
<td>MATINEES HARBOR, MAINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WAUKEGAN, MAINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOUNT GREYLOCK, IN THE BERKSHIRES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPREADING THE NET, CAPE BRETON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUIS KRONBERG</td>
<td>BALLET GIRL IN PINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE ARABESQUE: MILLE. BNEJINKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE SISTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IN THE DRESSING ROOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ELIZABETH A. McGILLIVRAY KNOWLES
241 A FAMILY PARTY

F. McGILLIVRAY KNOWLES
242 BY THE SEA

CARL R. KRAFFT
243 ALONG THE ROAD

RICHARD F. LAHEY
244 LONELY NEW YORK STREET
245 PARISIAN THEATRE

MARY COMER LANE
246 FOR HIRE

ALICE A. LAZARD
247 DRINKS FOR SALE, HAVANA
248 PUBLIC BAZAAR, HAVANA
249 THE PRADO, HAVANA

HENRY JAY LEE
250 PICARDYF PLACE
251 SPUTYEN DUYVIL, NEW YORK

LOIS LENSKI
252 NATIVITY
253 THE CASTLE
254 THE DEPARTURE

HAYLEY LEVER
255 BATHERING BEACH, BASS ROCKS
256 EVENING, MARBLEHEAD
257 UNDER WEIGH, MARBLEHEAD

JULIAN CLARENCE LEVI
258 ALPES MARITIMES
MARTIN LEWIS
219 WIND AND RAIN, JAPAN

PHILIP LITTLE
240 LOW TIDE
241 TWILIGHT

ANNA LYNCH
242 SAINT ETIENNE DU MONT, PARIS

RICHARD L. MARWEDE
243 MEN FISHING

KARL MATTEN
244 VILLAGE STREET, ARIZONA
245 CANYON OF THE HABBYAMPA

MAY MOTT-SMITH
246 PORTENT Miniature

EDITH K. NAGLER
247 NUDE

LEIF NEANDROSS
248 PUDDLECR ROY

ELIZABETH KIMBALL NEDVED
278 THE FONTE NUOVA, SIENA

TONY NELL
211 FRENCH PEASANT FAMILY
212 SUMMER DAY
G. GLENN NEWELL
273 Starting for Home

THORNTON OAKLEY
274 Carcassonne
275 The Cloisters of St. De Urgel
276 Lourdes
277 A Spinner of Gavarnie
278 Saint Bertrand-de-Comminges
279 The Virgin of Font Romeu

ELIOT O'HARA
280 June Thaw, Norway
281 Tramp Steamer
282 Winter Silence

J. OLAF OLSON
283 Boat Riggers
284 Briksdal Glacier, Norway
285 Fjord Boats, Norway
286 Godbranshaugen, Norway
287 Indian Summer
288 Old House, Woodstock
289 Sword Fisherman
290 The Pink House

HERMAN PALMER
292 Leopards
293 Leopard Feeding
294 Lion
295 Red Deer

JOSEPH PENNELL
296 Fairyland, New York
297 Going Home, Martiques
298 Statue of Liberty, New York
299 The Tower in the Sunset, Martiques

RAYMOND PERRY
300 Kingston Alley
A. CONWAY PEYTON
101 GLOUCESTER
102 WHEN DO WE EAT?

BERTHA MENZLER PEYTON
103 FISHING
104 MENDING NETS
105 MORNING, GLOUCESTER

EDWARD H. POTTHAST
396 CANOEING
397 MOONLIGHT NIGHT
398 ROCKS AND SURF
399 THE BREAKING WAVE

FREDERICK VICTOR POOLE
310 ADVENTURE
311 THE DANCE
312 THE SATYR
313 THE THREE NUNS

ALEXANDER PORTNOFF
314 DRAWING, No. 20
315 DRAWING, No. 26
316 MONTGOMERY, No. 6
317 MONTGOMERY, No. 10
318 MONTGOMERY, No. 16

MAURICE PRENDERGAST*
319 SANDS, ST. MALO
320 THE BAY
321 THE GROVE
322 THE HAY CART

GLEN A. RANNEY
323 WISCONSIN HILLS

CHARLES H. RICHERT
324 ICY POOL

*Deceased.
GARADA CLARK RILEY

HELEN M. ROBERTS

ALLIE

MRS. GEO. G. LYTTON

IRMA ROEN

AWAITING THE CARAVAN

BRIDGE OF PARIS

MARKET AT CONCARNEAU

OLD HOUSE IN VILLE CLOSE

ORANGE BOWL

CHAUNCEY F. RYDER

EDGE OF THE PLAIN

LONE TREE

MEADOW BROOK

MOUNT LOEWEVLL

RISE RIVER FARM

TREES AT EAST WASHINGTON

CHARLES NICHOLAS SARKA

BLACKIE'S MATE

BREAKFAST TABLE

EARLY SNOW, ADIRONDACKS

GIRL SEWING

MERMAID OF THE SOUTHERN SEA

OPEN WINDOW, ADIRONDACKS

REFLECTIONS, ADIRONDACKS

SAW MILL, ADIRONDACKS

ALICE SCHILLE

EMPTY BASKETS

SWEAING

FLORA SCHOENFIELD

ALCANTARA, TOLEDO

BAR PYRENEES

FISHERMEN

MARKET WOMAN, BRITAINY
WILLIAM S. SCHWARTZ

JACK THOMPSON

STUDY OF A FEMALE FIGURE

STUDY OF AN OLD MAN'S HEAD

THE THINKER

TOM, No. 2

H. SEWELL

JOAN

BEN SILBERT

GIRL IN BLUE

GOLDIE

GERRIT V. W. SINCLAIR

DRAWING, No. 2

ELISABETH SPALDING

MANITOU HILLS AND CEDARS, APRIL

FRANCESCO J. SPICUZZA

SUMMER

WILLIAM STARKWEATHER

ARMOR HALL, METROPOLITAN MUSEUM

CHATEAU DE BASON, ENTOMEMENT, METROPOLITAN MUSEUM

ROGER GALLERY, METROPOLITAN MUSEUM

VIOLET, GREEN AND GREY

STORM BEATEN

STORMY DAY

CYPRUS LANE

LAKE GARDA

OLIVE ORCHARD, LAKE GARDA
HELENA STEVENS
377 CAFE JOCKEY, PARIS 5-05 A.M.
378 ON BOULEVARD MONTAUBAN
379 TRAFFIC COP OF SEVILLE
380 WINTER IN A PARIS SKETCH CLASS
381 MONTMARTRE

THOMAS E. TALLMADGE
382 PROMONTORY MOUNTAIN, SUNRISE
383 PROMONTORY MOUNTAIN, SUNSET

EDWARD J. F. TIMMONS
384 WATERED LAND

MORRIS TOPCHEVSKY
385 MAXWELL STREET MARKET, CHICAGO

GEORGE D. TRIMMER
386 APPROACHING SHOWER
387 FLOWERS OF TULIP TREE

HERBERT B. TSCHUDY
388 A NORTHERN HARBOR
389 NAVAJA BILL'S BOY
390 SUMMER ON THE RIO GRANDE

FAY TURPIN
391 ADA IN HER GREEN DRESS

EDUARD BUK ULREICH
392 BUT WITH SPRING I COME AGAIN

H. A. VINCENT
393 VENETIAN FREIGHTERS

FRED WAGNER
394 GREEN SCHOONER
395 RIVER ROAD
396 TOORM GOODS
DUDLEY CRAFTS WATSON
397  AFTERNOON SHADOWS
398  ORANGE. ACHIEVEMENT
399  NIGHT SUPERBIS, OPUS II
400  YELLOW, ENLIGHTENMENT

WILLIAM C. WATTS
401  WELL NEAR YELLOW TEMPLE, PEKING

EDMOND WEILL
402  THE HILL POND

RUDOLPH WEISENBORN
403  SAM PUTNAM

JOHN WENGER
404  STILL LIFE

HELEN REED WHITNEY
405  ERNESTINE

ISABEL L. WHITNEY
406  AS THEY PASS IN BERMUDA
407  POMEGRANATE
408  FLOWERS

MAX WIECZOREK
409  LOUISE

EDWARD K. WILLIAMS
410  A STUDY IN CLOUDS, NOVEMBER
411  GOLDEN AUTUMN
412  THE BLACKSMITH SHOP

JOHN ALONZO WILLIAMS
413  THE BLUE CART
414  THE GREEN HOUSE
415  STONE QUARRIES
J. SCOTT WILLIAMS
416 BARBADOS BLACKS
417 BREAKNECK MOUNTAIN
418 MAY MORNING
419 THE PAGANS
420 POLITICS
421 TAGGART VILLA
422 THE MYSTERIOUS GLEN
423 THE SILVER POOL
424 WINTRY DAY ON THE HUDSON
425 WORKING IN THE STUDIO

CALEB WINHOLTZ
426 A MOUNTAIN FARM
427 LITTLE ITALY
428 RAIN THE MOUNTAINS
429 THE HOUSE IN THE HOLLOW

JOHN KELLOGG WOODRUFF
430 GIANT MOUNTAIN, APRIL

CARL WUERMER
431 AUTUMN
432 SUMMER DAY

ELMER E. YOUNG
433 WINTER

JOHN YOUNG-HUNTER
434 THE HAWK

MAHONRI YOUNG
435 ON SUMMER SEAS
436 OUR FRONT YARD
437 SUNRISE, ROCKPORT
438 THE GULF STREAM
439 THE HERON, EVENING

RICHARD CARR YOUNG
440 WOMAN'S HEAD

M. W. ZIMMERMAN
441 THE LITTLE HOUSE WITH FOUR CHIMNEYS
CANADIAN
ANDRE LAFINE
442 IN THE STUDIO
443 SUNDAY MORNING SMOKE

DANISH
KAY NIELSEN
ARABIAN NIGHTS
444 "SHHEMREDON AND NURREDON IN EGYPT"
445 "HASAN NEREDON AT HIS FATHER'S GRAVE. AND THE TWO GENII COMING TO TAKE HIM TO CAIRO"

ENGLISH
MUHRHEAD BONE
446 ROME
447 LOOKING UP THE HUDSON
448 DISTANT BEAUVIAS
449 STRAIT OF BONIFACIO

FRANK BRANGWYN
450 BRIDGE LEPOY
451 SHIPBUILDING
452 LA POSE

A. DOROTHY COHEN
453 DREAMS
454 NAUSICAA

HEJSKETH HUBBARD
455 VEERE

P. H. JOWETT
456 AFTER THE STORM, WESTMORLAND
C. R. MACKINTOSH
457 GRAY IRIS

R. J. ENRAGHT MOONY
458 THE KITE
459 A SPRING EVENING

LEONARD RICHMOND
460 RIVER AIRE, YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND
461 LANDSCAPE NEAR LE PUY, FRANCE

RUSTON VICAJI
462 SUNSET ON THE LIDO
463 LANDING STAGE, LIDO, VENICE
464 ON THE LAKE

GERMAN

CLAUS BERGEN
465 ON THE CORNISH COAST

TONY BINDER
466 ON THE WAY TO TOMBS OF THE KINGS, LUXOR, UPPER EGYPT

JOSEF EBERZ
467 PIAZZA MUNICIPALE, FRASCATI

CARL FLUGEL
468 WINTER LANDSCAPE
469 BROOK THROUGH THE WOODS

RAGUL FRANK
470 A MOONLIT NIGHT
471 ON THE SHORE OF THE NORTH SEA
HANS HERRMANN
472 NEAR DOORDRECHT
473 FISHMARKET IN AMSTERDAM

RUDOLF HOFERER
474 CHIEM LAKE

ADALBERT HOLZER
475 WINTER QUARTERS OF MOUNTAINEERS

JULIUS HUETHER
476 GIRL'S HEAD

RUDOLF KOESELITZ
477 LONELY

HUGO KREYSSIG
478 UNTERBERG IN AUTUMN

CARL LANGHAMMER
479 PORTA CAPOANA, NAPLES
480 VIA TRIBUNALE, NAPLES

OTTO MILLER-DIFLO
481 OLD DUTCH IN MOORLANDS
482 AT MOOD

KARL HERMANN MULLER-SAMERBERG
483 STILL NIGHT

ADOLF MUNZER
484 DAY
485 NIGHT

HANS NEUMANN
486 FROM THE PARK AT NYMPHENBURG CASTLE
FERDINAND NOCKHER

407 AFTER THE STORM

HELENE PETRASCHEK-LANGE

408 GRAPES

PAUL PLONTKE

409 HOLY FAMILY

ROSA PREVOT

410 LITTLE OLD CITY

FRITZ REUSING

411 HARBOR VIEW

CARL SCHWALBACH

412 BLOND GIRL

BATHING GIRLS

413 HUNGARIAN

HUNGARIAN LANDSCAPE

MIKLOS GASPAR

WILLY POGANY

414 BAGNAGE

415 THE GENII

416 UNDERNEATH THE BOW

F. REVESZ-FERREYMAN

417 STREET IN RIEJA

NORWEGIAN

SIGURD SKOU

418 ARRANGEMENT ORIENTALE

503 AUTUMN

501 THE GREEN GOD

502 THE RED CABBAGE
SCOTCH
FRANCIS H. NEWBERRY
503 HEARTS OF OAK
CHARLES OPPENHEIMER
504 A WINTER MORNING
E. A. TAYLOR
505 ARBAN HILLS

SWEDISH
ELSA BACKLUND-CELSING
506 IN THE BIG CHAIR
507 EVENING WORK
OSHAN ELGETROM
508 THE LAPLANDER AND THE RIVER GOD
EGRON LUNDGREN*
509 CHURCH INTERIOR
HELMER MASOLLE
510 A GIRL
511 THE BIG BALLOON
512 THE TULIP

ROLF MELLSTROM

HELMER OSSLUND
514 BEFORE RAIN
515 AFTERNOON IN RAMSHELE
516 AFTERNOON IN LAPLAND
517 AFTER RAIN AT SEASHORE

* Deseased.
518 AUTUMN IN LAPLAND
519 AUTUMN AT BOLLETTA
520 AFTERNOON IN SPRING, No. 1
521 AFTERNOON IN SPRING, No. 2

BIRGER SANDZEN

522 ARROYO WITH TREES
523 EARLY SUMMER

ANHELM SCHULTZBERG

524 SUNNY RECESS IN THE FOREST
525 A RECESS IN VENICE
THE OASIS
HARRY W. HANQUIST
EVENING WORK
ELSA BACKlund-CELSING
A WET DAY Ashore
FELICIE WALDO HOWELL
THE SILVER POOL
J. SCOTT WILLIAMS